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Turkey, Italy and Mexico. The stone material itself is available in a 
huge range of colours, tones, shapes and sizes. It can be cross-cut 
or vein-cut. In addition, the finish can be smooth sawn or rough 
sawn; filled or unfilled; honed, acid-etched, sand-blasted, tumbled, 
wire-brushed, bush-hammered or polished. Whatever happened to 
just ‘travertine please’?” 

Other natural stones include the many forms of sandstone, lime-
stone, quartzite, slate, marble, granite and so on, in their many avail-
able variations and finishes.

Glass says that because of the wide variety of choices – not only in 
material range and finish, but also price – it’s important to set design 
parameters to help you choose the most suitable material and finish 
for each specific project. These can be determined by asking a series of 
pertinent questions (see breakout box on page 58). 

“Also, there are the many essentials for ensuring that the selected 
finish and material is fixed correctly,” says Glass.”This relates to 
‘bed’ preparation, adhesive selection, prevention of calcification, 
pre-sealing and post-sealing of stone etcetra. But that’s a whole 
other story altogether.” 

Mediterranean travertine
Amber’s pool tile specialist Kate Lane has just returned from the 
Mediterranean with the news that white is the new black. 

She is firmly behind the trend to dispense with the bold and go for 
soft, subtle and sophisticated hues of stone – in particular, travertine.

ASToUNDINGsurrounds

As with many others aspects of swimming pool 
and landscape construction, pool surrounds are 
becoming much more sophisticated.

While that means the builder is more able 
to achieve a stunning result for a client, it also means 
they need to be across a wider variety of material types 
and specifications. 

Landscape architect Peter Glass has been designing 
swimming pools and gardens for three decades and his 
award-winning landscape company is celebrating its 
30th anniversary this year. Most of Peter Glass and As-
sociates’ 10 landscape architects and support staff have 
been trained by him and been with the company for 
more than a decade. 

Glass says that nowadays, he spends more time than 
ever keeping up on the latest finishes and applying that 
knowledge to the how the material is intended to be used.

“The choice of material and finish needs to be con-
sidered in the very early design stages of a project,” says 

Glass. “This is to ensure that the size, thickness, and other 
characteristics of the material can be taken into consid-
eration when resolving levels and surface drainage.”

Glass says that by “material”, he generally means 
natural stone tile or paver; ceramic, clay, glass or other 
form of manmade tile; clay, concrete, reconstituted-
stone or other form of paver; timber or composite 
timber; in-situ concrete; natural or synthetic pebble or 
fine aggregate.

“It’s not as simple a choice as it may seem,” he says. 
“Not just because of the large range of materials avail-
able but also because of the large range of possible 
finishes that can be applied to these various materials. 

“For example, where in the past, one may have 
selected a natural stone material such as travertine 
for a high quality paved area or pool surrounds, 
you would have had a choice of one or two types or 
finishes. Today if you want travertine you can select 
the stone from many different countries, including 

“The finish can be 
smooth sawn or 

rough sawn; filled 
or unfilled; honed, 
acid-etched, sand-
blasted, tumbled, 

wire-brushed, 
bush-hammered or 
polished. Whatever 

happened to just 
‘travertine please’?” 

Main: Lawn is used 
effectively here, 
adding a soft green 
element to balance 
the formal lines 
of the pool and 
surrounds. 

Above right: This 
poolcape showcases 
how vertical tiles 
can complement 
the horizontal if 
the material is well 
selected. 

Below: Large format 
sandstone can 
create a perfect 
frame for a beautiful 
pool, as this Peter 
Glass design shows
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“The muted tones of grey and beige are the new 
look, as they provide a warm and inviting atmosphere 
in entertaining areas,” she says. “The deep browns, reds 
and oranges of the past are making way for a more 
simplistic and subtle look. Large format tiles in subtle 
colours are sweeping through modern properties, with 
savvy buyers selecting furniture to match.”

Lane says there is a definite trend away from bright 
and showy tiles with astute builders moving towards 
pastels and muted tones.

“Amber Tiles has some fantastic natural stone tiles 
in line with the new trend, but we also have some 
excellent budget options like the Volcanic series, which 
provides a fantastic look at a great price,” she says.

Lane says their Trojan Edge travertine is suitable for 
around pools and has a lovely aged patina, while their 
Honed travertine is also suitable around swimming 
pools and gives a contemporary look to outdoor areas.

“Travertine stays relatively cool to walk on even in 
direct sunlight and there are many different formats to 
choose, from 305mm x 305mm up to 900mm x 600mm 
and the giant French pattern.”

She says that travertine also comes in bullnosed op-
tions and has good slip resistance.

The popularity of porosity 
Kane Jensen from architectural tile company, Living 
Tiles, says that when choosing tiles – either for pool 
surrounds or for use in the pool itself – you need to 
carefully consider the porosity of the material.

“Without a doubt, the buzz word from customers 
regarding tiles is these days is ‘porosity’. I even get more 
questions about porosity than cost,” he says.

“I have two theories as to why this is: first, 
functionality and performance is critical these 
days with form and design taking a backseat. 
Most Australians want a product that is easily 
cleaned and won’t stain like other flooring 
surfaces they’ve had in the past. 

“Second, with advancements in technology 
comes awareness of the pitfalls of superseded 
products or production methods.”

Jensen’s clients are far more aware of the bene-
fits and limitations of flooring products nowadays 
because of the information readily available on the 
internet. This also stimulates interest in porosity.

“The vast majority of porcelain tiles we 
import are vitrified porcelain which is baked to 
a higher temperature than standard porcelain 
which increases the strength of the tile and 
decreases porosity,” he says.

“I personally love stone and many people 
in our business – including the owners – have 
stone in their homes inside and out. But we 
accept the limitations and the reality of having 
stone – namely, it will stain.”

Jensen says he spends hours trying to educate 
his clients by giving them the no-holds-barred 

“Large format tiles in subtle colours are sweeping 
through modern properties.”

Amber stone floor tiles combined with 
stacked stone wall feature. Both are 
suitable for indoors and outdoors, seen 
here leading to an outdoor shower area

Below: The subtle, soft tones of 
Amber travertine flowing from 
the indoors to the poolside

Bottom: French pattern travertine 
tiling from Amber
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truth about stone, so they are able to make informed 
decisions when selecting it.

“If you travel to Italy you will see stone that has been 
there for thousands of years and still looks great; to us it 
is the wear-and-tear that makes it beautiful. However, 
Australians want consistency. Fortunately the mar-
ket has responded and we now have ranges that look 
exactly like stone but are a vitrified porcelain and have 
extremely low porosity.”

The ability of tiles to emulate stone has developed 
greatly, and now some manufacturers even use digital 
printing technology that produces a finish that means 
no two pieces of tile are the same. 

“This allows our customers to achieve the look of 
stone without the increased costs associated with seal-
ing, installation and the need to re-seal or grind back to 
prevent stains.”

Not only do these tiles resemble stone in look but 
also in texture, and come in several surface finishes.

“The other trend we see in the market is for larger 
tiles. We market a tile called Laminam. It is the world’s 
largest and thinnest tile at 1000mm x 3000mm but 
only 3.5mm thick.” 

Jensen says this large slab gives his clients the abil-
ity to have maximum coverage with minimal grout, 
which is often the area that needs most attention in 
wet areas. 

Laminam is less than 0.05 per cent porosity and 
therefore is ideal for use in indoor and outdoor pools. 
It is available in 71 colours in 11 finishes including an 
external finish that achieves a commercial slip rating 
for pools.

“The aesthetic achieved with the large panels is strik-
ing in its simplicity,” says Jensen. 

But he has another product that is even more striking 
in appearance – literally glowing with luminescence.

“If there is a boy’s toy in pool tiles, then for me it is 
our range of glow-in-the-dark glass mosaics. After a 
full day of sun these can light up for up to eight hours 
and achieve amazing luminescence.” 

There are several patterns available or you can create 
custom-made designs, including for the glow-in-the-
dark series. 

“The ability to add a bespoke design to your pool tiles 
is a great way to personalise the area and not be a slave 
to the stock standard public pool blue,” he says.

Landscape architect 
Peter Glass, whose 
design company Peter 
Glass and Associates 
is celebrating its 30th 
anniversary this year.

A question of selection
By answering these questions before you start, Peter Glass says you will have the 
best chance of making the correct material selection for the project in hand. 
Q� What is the proposed method of 
water sanitation and will it prove 
corrosive to some stone, clay and 
other materials? Glass advises to 
not even consider using materials 
around a salt-chlorinated pool if 
the manufacturer and/or supplier 
will not confirm in writing that 
those materials are suitable for use 
in such environments�

Q� What materials and finishes 
will the project budget allow you to 
select from? Is the slip resistance 
(coefficient of friction when wet) of 
the material or the specific finish 
satisfactory for use around a pool 
or spa, and does it meet applicable 
Australian Standards? 

Q� Similarly, is the material and/
or finish too smooth, making it 
a dangerous slip hazard; or too 
rough and therefore dangerous or 

uncomfortable underfoot?
Q� If a stone material, will it re-

quire pre-sealing and post-sealing, 
and if so how frequently will the 
latter be required and what impact 
will this have on the overall cost?

Q� Is the poolside area exposed 
to full sun, and if so will a dark 
coloured material absorb too much 
heat and as a result become too 
hot to walk on?

Q� Is the poolside area exposed 
to full sun, and if so will a light 
coloured material reflect too much 
light and as a result create too 
much glare?

Q� Is the poolside area in a lot of 
shade or adjacent to tall trees, and 
if so will this create problems relat-
ing to staining, discolouration and 
algal growth on some of the less 
dense natural stones and other 

light-coloured non-ceramic tiles 
and pavers?

Q� If timber is being considered, 
will it be maintained in the long 
term, and if not will this create a 
problem with regard to cracking, 
rotting and splintering, with result-
ant impact on the appearance, 
safety and longevity of the material?

Q� What pattern is preferred and 
what materials are available in the 
appropriate sizes that will enable 
the desired pattern to be achieved?

Q� How readily available is the 
material and finish, and if not in 
stock will it be guaranteed avail-
able so as to not risk delaying the 
project?

Q� Will the supplied material and 
finish be guaranteed to match the 
sample, and if not has the client 
been made aware of this in writing?

Amber’s Manhattan 
Limestone Acid 
Wash paving
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Real artificial grass
One “soft landscaping” option for surrounding swim-
ming pools is grass – or more specifically, lawn.

But lawn has its drawbacks – “burning” from 
salty or chemical-laden pool water, poor growth and 
“patching” if sun coverage is less than perfect, and 
possibly the least favourite of all – lawn clippings in 
the swimming pool.

One option is artificial grass. While an entire lawn 
area of artificial grass might not seem appealing, its 
judicious use can enhance a poolscape – especially if the 
grass selection has a realistic appearance.

One type of artificial grass to concentrate on the “real” 
look is Regal Grass. The manufacturer says it was de-
signed especially for its aesthetic value, with a great deal 

of attention paid to the height 
and density of the grass blades 
to make sure they are carefully 
matched. It even includes small 
“dead” grass underneath, as you 
would find in a real lawn. This 
enhances its ability to fool the 
eye into believing it is indeed a 
natural lawn.

The manufacturer says that 
while soft to the touch, Regal 
Grass is extremely resilient, 
easily being able to take kids 
playing on it and even pets. 

To make it even more 
comfortable, Regal Grass also 
has the option to enhance 
that natural feel of walking 
on springy grass, by adding 
comfort foam. This is a foam 
layer applied directly under-
neath the synthetic lawn, a bit 
like underlay for carpet, which 
makes the experience much 
more enjoyable and realistic. 

A burst of wall colour
One element of a landscape design can be the brick 
wall. It may be a short wall separating to parts of a 
garden, parterre style; a garden bed; a boundary fence; 
retaining wall or even one of the external walls of the 
home turned into a feature. 

But there is no reason the wall has to be made from 
stock-standard bricks.

PGH Bricks has unveiled a new collection that 
can add stunning colour to any new wall or some 
paving projects. 

The Vibrant Collection was designed with their 
colour forecasting experts, Colourways. The eye-
popping colours definitely change the old perception 
that bricks are boring, and the fun and funky colours 
are finished with a full ceramic glaze for internal or 
external use. 

The collection consists of seven colours: Cosmic 
(plum), Fizz (yellow), Paris (pink), Wasabi (green), 
Rhapsody (blue), Tango (orange) and Watermelon (red). 

A wall of plants
Traditionally, walls are vertical and gardens are hori-
zontal. This concept may be turned on its head thanks 
to new research funded by the Australian Government.

A Rural Industries R&D Corporation (RIRDC) 
research project that has identified a number of hardy 
native plants that can readily grow on the walls and 
roofs of buildings.

Dubbed “vertical gardens”, the concept involves set-
ting up slim-line growing beds on building walls and 
also on rooftops, where the plants grow in specialised 
soil and are watered using a drip irrigation system.

The research project found that there were social, 
environmental and economic benefits to be had by 
growing plants on walls and rooftops.

One of the project’s chief researchers, Dr Melinda 
Perkins from the University of Queensland says that 
the greatest benefit of a vertical garden is its ability to 
block heat.

Living Tiles 25mm 
luminescent mosaics 
demonstrated here with 
the lights on and off

This time the glow-in-
the-dark tiles are shown 
on an actual swimming 
pool, clearly showing the 
evening effect
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“Apart from being attractive, these gardens can reduce 
the need for air conditioning in warm weather by shad-
ing and buffering buildings from heat,” Perkins says. 

Temperature reductions of up to 17 degrees Celsius 
were achieved.

“In the built environment this can lead to very sig-
nificant reductions in energy demand for air condition-
ers. The technology used to grow the plants is widely 
adopted in Europe, particularly Germany, and is becom-
ing more popular in the USA and Singapore,” she says.

The research project identified six native plant spe-
cies for green roofs and seven for 

green walls that displayed traits 
suited to Australia’s harsh 
sub-tropical environment. 

To be suitable the plants need 
to have a strong, shallow root system, 

provide good vegetation cover, be pest and 

disease hardy, and be tolerant of wind, drought and 
high temperatures.

On the other hand, species prone to become a weed 
problem or which display aggressive growth rates 
were avoided. And, of course, poisonous plants were 
wisely rejected. 

In terms of performance, the natives Creeping 
Myoporum and Winter Apple, and the exotic Tasteless 
Stonecrop displayed good survival and coverage as an 
extensive green roof species. 

For green walls, Bulbine Lily, Cockspur Flower and 
Silver Plectranthus performed well in terms of their 
growth and survival.

Future research may look into how green roofs and 
walls could be included in building sustainability incen-
tive schemes, such as the Green Building Council’s 
Green Star rating. The Living Wall and Green Roof 
Plants report is available from the RIRDC website. n

Above: The Vibrant 
Collection from PGH

Right: Artificial 
grass can be a great 
alternative where real 
grass can’t grow

Below: Close up of Regal 
Grass, showing the 
realistic yellowed blades

Contacts
Amber Tiles: www�ambertiles�com�au 
Living Tiles: www�livingtiles�com�au 
PGH Bricks: www�pghbricks�com�au 
Peter Glass: www�peterglass�com�au 
Regal Grass: www�regalgrass�com�au 
RIRDC: www�rirdc�gov�au

Right: An RIRDC scientist 
experimenting with new 
plant varieties for their 
vertical garden concept
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